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Our battle-hardened ASiD 
watermarking and monitoring can 
transform the piracy landscape in just 
weeks. Designed for premium sports 
and entertainment, ASiD delivers 
unrivalled protection for live, pay-per-
view and on-demand content.

ASiD has been independently tested 
for robustness and evaluated by 
‘golden eyes’, making it Hollywood 
Studio approved and meeting the 
demands of sports rights owners.

Most widely deployed

Our third generation ASiD service is the 
world’s most widely deployed subscriber 
watermarking, and it secures tens of 
millions of set-top boxes and OTT players.

This ultra-robust watermarking has 
remained secure against every attack 
made to date.

Stops piracy in minutes
ASiD can be deployed in just days, and 
it can stop illegal redistribution within 
minutes. This speed makes it ideal for live 
sports and entertainment.

By transforming the level of streaming 
piracy activity, ASiD can create a real 
opportunity for revenue growth.

Scales for the largest events

The highly automated, cloud-based 
content monitoring scales for the largest 
live events, and captures thousands of 
hours of video daily.

ASiD protects against Kodi and Android 
based illicit streaming services, as well as 
mobile apps, websites and social media.
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ASiD 
Ultra-robust, 3rd generation 
subscriber watermarking

Friend MTS’ third generation subscriber-
level watermarking offers substantially 
increased robustness to defend the service 
from attacks by pirates, including collusion, 
cropping, masking, frame rate conversion, 
recompression, and the introduction of noise.

New watermarking algorithms provide 
advanced protection against visual 
manipulation attacks, which are now the 
major piracy battleground for watermark-
protected platforms.

There is also enhanced 
payload handling to protect 
against subscriber identity 
interference.

Additionally, there are extra 
code hooks to provide faster 
detection of any interference 
of the player integration. 
This can rapidly trigger the 
revoking of a subscriber’s 
access to secure the content.

The robustness of Friend MTS’ watermarking 
has been independently tested by security 

consultancy Cartesian, and the service is 
Hollywood studio approved.
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ASiD 
Fast deployment and proven track record

The latest security enhancements to ASiD 
watermarking have not changed its rapid 
deployment characteristics, with integrations 
possible with just days of development time.

ASiD also offers a proven track record 
against streaming piracy, creating a real 
opportunity for subscriber and revenue 
growth in a diminished piracy space. 

When ASiD was introduced by 
a major broadcaster which was 
the original source for 60% of 
the sports channel piracy in its 
market, this level was reduced to 
less than 1% within weeks.

More video pirates have 
been caught with ASiD than 
any other system available 

to pay TV operators
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ASiD is ideal for 
premium entertainment 

and live sports content

ASiD
Monitoring all types  
of streaming piracy

The ASiD service is founded on Friend MTS’  
Global Monitoring Platform, which uses  
fingerprint-based content recognition to  
identify streaming piracy in seconds. 

The monitoring scans an extensive managed catalogue 
of known piracy sources, including Kodi and Android 
based illicit streaming services, and content sharing by 
mobile apps, websites and social media.

The captured content is analysed, and watermarking 
is automatically extracted to identify the subscribers 
behind redistribution so their access can be revoked.
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Illicit viewing of content

Content delivery 
to subscriber

Watermark inserted to 
identify subscriber 

Pirate redistributes 
content

Pirate subscriber 
access 

terminated

Subscriber 
management

Streaming piracy alerts to 
subscriber management

ASiD content monitoring & watermark 
extraction to identify subscriber 

redistributing content

Fingerprints of content streamed 
to monitoring system

Pay TV platform Streaming Piracy Pirate Content Viewing

STOP
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ASiD
Direct integration  
with subscriber 
management

Once the content monitoring has identified 
the individual subscribers responsible for 
redistribution, the ASiD service can pass 
the details directly to the pay TV platform’s 
subscriber management system.

This high level of integration allows rapid, 
automated termination of the content theft in 
just a few minutes. It’s the ultimate protection 
for content and revenue.
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Major partnersClients
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Friend MTS has its headquarters in Birmingham (UK) and its 
North American regional headquarters in Philadelphia (USA). 
There are additional offices in London and York in the UK.
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www.friendmts.com

Friend MTS services are subject to ongoing development and specifications may change

Friend MTS’ proprietary security technology will 
keep you one step ahead of piracy threats. 
Secure your content and protect your revenue 
with the global leader in the anti-piracy space. 

Contact us for a demonstration today

Americas   
Brad Parobek 
bparobek@friendmts.com 
+1 303 902 2209

EMEA & APAC
Simon Hanna 
shanna@friendmts.com 
+44 (0) 203 588 2123


